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Abstract 

 

Background: Elements and forces in which nurse, patient, physician and 

society interact with each other have not been destroyed between the years of 

war. However, the situation and status have been changed in comparison with 

what was said about nursing. The question is how we can understand this 

dialogic mutation in its historical context, breaking and starting points: the point 

in which nursing starts different talking. This study was an attempt to describe 

the historical condition of making possible existence and distinctive discource 

in nursing in the context of Iraq war with Iran.  

Method: This study used qualitative methodology and posts-structural 

historical               Foucauldian approach. Foucauldian approach is a method of 

historical analytical approach that investigates historical breaking points and 

rules of forming discource in this breaking points. In this approach, it is 

attempted to describe styles and rules of forming concepts and the link of 

proposition in a dialogic using describing discource events, distributing context, 

discource forming, forming of concepts and discource strategies.  

Findings: This study showed forming two types of discources in the 

historical and cultural background of nursing. In this context, the war was a 

context in which two types of discources were entered. Dialogic concepts in 

nursing before the war include: “caring: from tradition to institution”, “nursing 

field”, “medical discource: clinic, practice and theory”, “willing to knowing”, 

“viable care”, “caring as social rescue”. Nursing concepts in the war include: 

“irregularity-regularity: antagonist dialogic”, “caring as clinical science”, and 

“nursing perspective: aesthetic thinking”. 

Conclusion: The framework of knowledge in nursing has a historical face; 

there are rules in its archaeological layers that construct nursing thinking 

system. Rules that have pluralism dialogic under the unity that lead to 

producing, reproducing and distributing of power networks in the layers of 

knowledge, politics and ethics. Methods that address defining and  redefining 

concepts of objectivity, subjectivity, woman, man, class, poverty, justice, need, 

welfare, happiness, death, life etc.  
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